Après Ski Activities in Les Gets
Eating Out
If eating out is your thing then you will
not be disappointed as Les Gets has
more than 50 restaurants to choose
from, whatever your preference may
be. Restaurants serving traditional
Sovoyard food dominate the options
for eating out, but there are choices
covering everything from a quick pizza
to fine dining.

La R’mize

Le Vaffieu

Le Tyrol

Nightlife
Les Gets has a quiet nightlife, but there
is a great selection of bars for that
well-earned beer or cocktail in the
evening. The family focus means that
the most common form of Après ski
is curling up in front of the chalet fire
with a cuppa or glass of fizz. That said,
there are plenty of friendly bars with
live music for those determined to
dance the night away.

Bar Bush

Igloo Nightclub
More info over >
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Leisure
Let Gets has really gone out of its way to cater for families and kids,
and is richly deserving of its ‘Familie Plus Montagne’ label. There is
plenty to do for everybody in resort whether this be a trip to the
dedicated sledging area if your little ones are tired of ski school
and want to have a bit more fun, or treating yourself to a relaxing
massage by our mobile massage services provided by Massage Me in
the chalet you are staying in. Other leisurely activities include a trip
to the village Ice Rink, Cinéma , Snowmobiling or even the Indoor
Swimming Pool (situated in Morzine).
Les Gets Ice Rink

Events
Les Gets has lots going on throughout
the season so there is always
something to keep everybody
entertained. Weekly events in the
village include a Torchlit Descent &
Fireworks, concerts, traditional market
and pub quizzes at Bar Bush. There
are also several annual events such as
Father Christmas visiting resort
(a huge hit with the kids!), Ski Colour,
La Grande Odyssée Savoie (husky
racing) and Rock the Piste Festival.

Ski Colour

La Grande Odyssée Savoie

Rock the Piste Festival

For more events & activities please click here
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